
Flagship, multi-screen 
collaboration for any medium 
and large meeting room

Cisco® Room Kit EQX is a premium, integrated 
collaboration device solution that combines an AI-
infused video conferencing system with flexible 
mounting options and iconic frame design to enable a 
flagship video meeting experiences in your medium-
to-large meeting rooms and collaboration spaces. 

It gives the flexibility to bring your own external 
displays and integrate them with a purpose-built video 
conferencing kit that allows your team to explore a 
new way to meet, share content and collaborate. 

What’s more, the Room Kit EQX helps you simplify 
meeting room video deployment, configuration and 
management at scale while keeping your room setup 
clutter-free for a premium look and feel. 

This all-in-one bundle leverages the power of the 
Cisco Codec EQ to bring AI-infused, multi-platform 
collaboration natively on Cisco RoomOS or Microsoft 
Teams Rooms - letting you define your preferred 
software experience while meeting the ultimate hybrid 
meeting room standard across your workspaces. 

Bringing the most advanced collaboration AI to your rooms

Video intelligence with AI people framing, dynamic 

speaker tracking, and enabling multi-camera scenarios for 

presenter tracking, extended speaker view or cross-view

Audio intelligence enabling spatial sound, machine  

learning-powered noise removal, advanced voice 

capture, and directional audio extension with the intelligent 

Cisco Table Microphone Pro

Virtual meeting zone creation via local processing. It 

intelligently maps the workspace to frame only those in the 

meeting in glass-walled rooms and open spaces 

Augmented intelligence and inclusivity with voice-

controlled AI assistant, immersive sharing, and natural 

language understanding for real-time translation and 

closed captioning
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Unrivaled camera views and room coverage
Powerful, quad-lens camera system and smart 
software AI work together to capture everyone in the 
room in high quality, track the active speaker or frame 
everyone equally, even in the longest of rooms. 

AI-powered meetings
Create meeting zones, solve advanced multi-camera 
scenarios, and leverage the power of AI noise removal 
to beat distraction and keep your teams focused, 
powered by RoomOS and an NVIDIA AI engine.

Room-filling sound, unwavering focus
Enjoy room-filling, spatial sound powered by an 
advanced, multi-channel loudspeaker system while 
capturing all voices in ultra-high quality with the latest 
generation of conferencing microphones. 

AI-enhanced,  
cinematic meetings  
A blend of meeting room AI 
and integrated hardware for 
inclusive audiovisual and rich 
content experiences.

Seamless deployment  
and configuration at scale
Flexible connectivity and 
simple deployment to bring 
clutter-free, premium design 
to any room at scale.

Unrivaled  
multi-platform experience 
The native Cisco RoomOS or 
Microsoft Teams experience 
on a single device, alongside 
powerful video interop.

Centralized device and 
workspace management  
Monitor, troubleshoot, and 
control your deployment while 
gaining unique workspace 
insights.  

Meetings on any platform
Get the feature-rich, Webex-first RoomOS experience 
combined with advanced third-party meeting 
interoperability, or run your device on the native 
Microsoft Teams Rooms experience.

Seamless deployment and configuration
Leverage flexible and elegant mounting options for wall 
and floor, a signature frame module that gives space for 
all AV components to enable simple installation and a 
premium, clutter-free setup in your meeting spaces.

Rich connectivity, intuitive admin
Bring your own displays and connect with multiple 
cameras, microphones, speakers, and other room 
peripherals while leveraging unified device admin and 
workspace management by registering in Control Hub. 

Designed for the ultimate, integrated hybrid work experience 
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For more information, 
please scan the QR code 




